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Following Susan Cox’s Minotaur Books/Mystery Writers of America First Crime Novel awardwinning debut, The Man in the Microwave Oven is her next delightfully quirky mystery featuring
San Francisco transplant Theo Bogart. Fleeing from a murder and family tragedy in her native
England, where she was the scandal du jour for the tabloid press, Theo Bogart changed her name
and built an undercover life in a close-knit San Francisco neighborhood. She didn’t expect to find
love and friendship there, and now she doesn’t know how—or if—to reveal the truth. After a
confrontation with a difficult neighbor, Theo fears her secrets are about to be uncovered after all.
When the woman who threatened to expose her is murdered, Theo is embroiled in the kind of
jeopardy she crossed an ocean to escape. Worse yet, dangerous family secrets have followed her.
Theo’s grandfather unveils a glimpse of the shadowy world he once inhabited as an agent for the
British Secret Service, bringing an even bigger breed of trouble—and another death—to Theo’s
doorstep. She finds herself fighting to protect herself, her family, and her new friends, aware that
one of them might be a murderer. Susan Cox has once again painted a delightfully quirky portrait
of a colorful San Francisco neighborhood and a woman finding her way through exactly the kind
of scandalous mystery she was trying to leave behind.
A light-hearted introduction to dinosaurs, where you can read about the mysteries that
palaeontologists are dying to solve, find out about dinosaur disasters, and rotten relics like dinodung, put T-Rex on trial, and try the dead dinosaur quizzes. Suggested level: primary,
intermediate, junior secondary.
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Aspirante detective dal fiuto straordinario, gira il mondo insieme all’imbranato cugino Larry, al
fedele maggiordomo e al gatto Watson per risolvere i misteri più intricati. La favolosa perla del
Bengala è stata rubata dal tempio della dea Kalì e il custode del prezioso gioiello sembra svanito
nel nulla. I cugini Mistery fanno le valigie e saltano sul primo aereo per l’India. A destinazione li
aspettano l’eccentrico zio Raymond e un incontro ravvicinato con serpenti e tigri feroci...
Tom's Midnight Garden
La corona del doge. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 7
The Heist at Niagara Falls #4
Missione safari. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 8

The fabulous, jet-setting mysteries continue with hip and headstrong Agatha
ready to solve the case! Agatha and her cousin Dash have been summoned
to Niagara Falls. Priceless jewels have gone missing from the hotel room of a
famous opera singer—it is believed to be the work of Canada’s most
notorious thief, Ratmusqué. Will Agatha be able to solve the mystery?
Aspirante detective dal fiuto straordinario, gira il mondo insieme
all’imbranato cugino Larry, al fedele maggiordomo e al gatto Watson per
risolvere i misteri più intricati. Tempo di vacanze: i cugini Mistery si godono
una crociera sul King Arthur, un transatlantico di lusso... ma il crimine non
riposa mai! Coinvolti in un gioco di spie, Agatha e compagni devono
recuperare un documento top secret e catturare un assassino inafferrabile. Il
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tutto senza insospettire zio Samuel, l'invadente papà di Larry.
Aspirante detective dal fiuto straordinario, gira il mondo insieme
all’imbranato cugino Larry, al fedele maggiordomo e al gatto Watson per
risolvere i misteri più intricati. Oceano Atlantico: infuria una violenta
tempesta. Un calendario maya d’oro massiccio, dal valore inestimabile,
scompare all’improvviso in uno dei luoghi più misteriosi del pianeta, il
Triangolo delle Bermuda! I due cugini Agatha e Larry Mistery questa volta
dovranno vedersela non solo con un avido e pericoloso criminale, ma anche
con le antiche divinità del mare...
Once again the irrepressible Mrs. Pollifax, that very special agent with her
own very special brand of logic, is off on an incredible escapade of
international intrigue . . . from the exotic towns and countryside of Turkey to
a mysterious rendezvous with a gypsy caravan. “You are in effect replacing
a dead man, Mrs. Pollifax. . . .” When Emily Pollifax answered the phone that
Sunday morning she quickly forgot about her Garden Club tea in the
afternoon. The last time she had heard the voice on the other end of the line
it had sent of her off on a journey that plunged her into a wild tangle of
secret agents and high adventure. Now the man from the CIA was asking if
she could leave immediately on a mission that would take her halfway
across the world. What could Mrs. Pollifax say but yes? Praise for The
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Amazing Mrs. Pollifax “Mrs. Pollifax is an enchantress.”—The New York Times
“One of the most suspense-creating and unorthodox heroines of our time is
Mrs. Pollifax . . . . A charmer!”—Shrevport Times
Sober Curious
The Soprano's Last Song
The Crime on the Norwegian Sea #10
Audacity Jones Steals the Show
Sulle tracce del diamante. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 19

"Set in the tiny princely state of Rajpore, Indian comic book writer Gaind's first
novel is both a satisfying locked-room mystery and a keenly observed comedy of
manners." —Publishers Weekly From the borders of icy Kashmir to the sharkinfested shores of the Malabar Coast, Major William Russell, the English
Resident of the small, princely state of Rajpore, is renowned as a straitlaced man
of rigorous habit. When his valet knocks on his bedroom door the morning after
the 1909 New Year's Ball and receives no response, he and the Resident's
elderly secretary eventually task the English Commandant of Cavalry with
breaking it down. The Resident is dead in his bed. His Highness Farzand-i-Khas-iDaulat-i-Inglishia Mansur-i-Zaman Maharaja Sikander Singh, Light of Heaven,
Sword of Justice, Shield of the Faithful, sole ruler of Rajpore, is slow to rise after
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the night of revelry. But news of the murder galvanizes him. The fabulously
wealthy Maharaja, who perforce has surrendered much of his authority to the
British, is a man of indolent habit although he keeps himself thoroughly fit. A lover
of luxury cars and beautiful women, his deepest passion is for mysteries. He
cannot resist an enigma, relishing a riddle and the rush of resolving it. Like
August Dupin and Sherlock Holmes, Sikander wields careful and deliberate logic
to crack puzzles that leave less intelligent men confounded. Here is such an
opportunity, and well timed—for the Maharaja, resigned to another year of
indolence, is almost fatally bored. Abandoning the lavish comforts of his ornate
palace, Sikander orders his massive manservant Charan Singh into his Silver
Ghost and speeds to the insular English settlement. Despite the objections of the
local Magistrate and the Superintendent of Police, he works the crime scene and
deduces that Resident was poisoned by a massive dose of strychnine. As a clock
starts ticking—the British authorities dispatch their own investigator from
Simla—Sikander overcomes obstacles, false trails, and the growing hostility of the
English Establishment, while learning that Major Russell was not as pukka, as
proper, as he liked to pretend. Will the Maharaja work through a surplus of
suspects and motives before the British shut him down and cover up the truth
about the Major's death? Arjun Gaind's clever, fascinating debut introduces an
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elegant new detective in the tradition of Lord Peter Wimsey, while painting a
scathing portrait of the British Raj.
Agatha always saves the day in style! It's finally vacation time, and the Mistery
cousins are enjoying a cruise on a luxurious transatlantic ship called the King
Arthur. Unfortunately, crime never takes a rest! Agatha and her friends get
caught up in a spy conspiracy, in which they must retrieve a top-secret document
and capture an unstoppable killer. And they have to pull it off without Uncle Sam,
Larry's nosy father, catching on!
Nel mezzo della savana è scomparsa una giraffa bianca, un raro esemplare
venerato dalla tribù dei Masai come una divinità. I cugini Agatha e Larry Mistery
partono per un'emozionante avventura in Africa dove, guidati da una cugina
esperta di safari, si mettono sulle tracce del bracconiere che ha rapito il prezioso
animale.
Just as Susan Sontag did for photography and Marshall McLuhan did for
television, Virginia Heffernan (called one of the “best living writers of English
prose”) reveals the logic and aesthetics behind the Internet. Since its inception,
the Internet has morphed from merely an extension of traditional media into its
own full-fledged civilization. It is among mankind’s great masterpieces—a
massive work of art. As an idea, it rivals monotheism. We all inhabit this
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fascinating place. But its deep logic, its cultural potential, and its societal impact
often elude us. In this deep and thoughtful book, Virginia Heffernan presents an
original and far-reaching analysis of what the Internet is and does. Life online, in
the highly visual, social, portable, and global incarnation rewards certain virtues.
The new medium favors speed, accuracy, wit, prolificacy, and versatility, and its
form and functions are changing how we perceive, experience, and understand
the world.
A Novel
Ten Lessons in Intelligence
A Very Pukka Murder
Variety's Complete Home Video Directory
The Unexpected Mrs. Pollifax
Master detective Sherlock Holmes enters the macabre and nightmarish world of H. P. Lovecraft to
solve a series of bizarre cases in a collection of short fiction by twenty leading authors, including Neil
Gaiman, Steve Perry, Brian Stableford, Poppy Z. Brite, Barbara Hambly, and Caitlin Kiernan, among
others. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
"Tom is not prepared for what is about to happen when he hears the grandfather clock strike
thirteen. Outside the back door is a garden, which everyone tells him does not exist."--Page 4 de la
couverture.
Aspirante detective dal fiuto straordinario, gira il mondo insieme all’imbranato cugino Larry, al
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fedele maggiordomo e al gatto Watson per risolvere i misteri più intricati. Una famosa casa d’aste è
stata derubata di un diamante grezzo di grandissimo valore. Seguendo le tracce del ladro, Agatha e
Larry Mistery arrivano ad Amsterdam, dove verranno coinvolti in un’inchiesta intricata. Per fortuna
i ragazzi potranno contare sull’aiuto di nonna Jubilee e sull’infallibile fiuto di Sherlock, un
adorabile cucciolo davvero scatenato!
A heartbreaking, wildly inventive, and moving novel narrated by a teenage runaway, from the
bestselling author of Midwives and The Sandcastle Girls. Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands is the story of
Emily Shepard, a homeless teen living in an igloo made of ice and trash bags filled with frozen leaves.
Half a year earlier, a nuclear plant in Vermont's Northeast Kingdom had experienced a cataclysmic
meltdown, and both of Emily's parents were killed. Devastatingly, her father was in charge of the
plant, and the meltdown may have been his fault. Was he drunk when it happened? Thousands of
people are forced to flee their homes in the Kingdom; rivers and forests are destroyed; and Emily feels
certain that as the daughter of the most hated man in America, she is in danger. So instead of
following the social workers and her classmates after the meltdown, Emily takes off on her own for
Burlington, where she survives by stealing, sleeping on the floor of a drug dealer's apartment, and
inventing a new identity for herself -- an identity inspired by her favorite poet, Emily Dickinson.
When Emily befriends a young homeless boy named Cameron, she protects him with a ferocity she
didn't know she had. But she still can't outrun her past, can't escape her grief, can't hide forever—and
so she comes up with the only plan that she can. A story of loss, adventure, and the search for
friendship in the wake of catastrophe, Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands is one of Chris Bohjalian’s
finest novels to date—breathtaking, wise, and utterly transporting.
A Southern Culinary Cozy Mystery for Book Lovers
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Critical Survey of Mystery and Detective Fiction
Murder at the Book Group
Crociera con delitto. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 10
Clockwork Angel
Should delight you whether you re looking for smiles or thrills. ̶The New York Times
Book Review Mrs. Virgil (Emily) Pollifax of New Brunswick, New Jersey, was a widow with
grown, married children. She was tired of attending her Garden Club meetings. She wanted to
do something good for her country. So, naturally, she became a CIA agent. She takes on a
job in Mexico City. The assignment doesn t sound dangerous at first, but then, as often
happens, something goes wrong. Now our dear Mrs. Pollifax finds herself embroiled in quite a
hot Cold War̶and her country s enemies find themselves entangled with one unbelievably
feisty lady. Mrs. Pollifax gives Agatha Christie s Miss Marple a rival to reckon
with. ̶Toronto Star
The witty new story from the bestselling author of The Secret Book & Scone Society series is
perfect for bibliophiles who love a A Bookish Cook-Off with a little murder on the side…
Love Chopped and mysteries? This delightful character-driven cozy is just the treat for
you. ̶Kirkus Reviews Six chefs are preparing to compete in an outdoor tent at Storyton
Hall in Virginia for prizes that will boost their careers̶but is there someone who can t
stand the heat? It looks that way when one of the contestants is found dead in a pantry
packed with two centuries worth of cookbooks, among other treasures and rarities. Could
there be a connection to other recent events in town, like tampering with the costume of a
local mascot? Jane isn t sure, but after someone serves a second course of murder, the
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kitchen must be closed and the killer must be found . . . Readers will find themselves
wanting to live in Storyton, no matter how many people end up dead there. ̶Suspense
Magazine on Murder in the Locked Library
Brasile, Foresta Amazzonica: i cugini Mistery sono sulle tracce del criminale che ha dato fuoco
a un laboratorio scientifico dopo aver rubato un campione di funghi che potrebbero risolvere
il problema dell inquinamento mondiale! Gli scienziati sono certi dell identità del
colpevole... Agatha, però, dubita che le cose siano così semplici!
LONGLISTED FOR THE ORWELL PRIZE FOR POLITICAL WRITING 2021 'One of the best
books ever written about intelligence analysis and its long-term lessons' Christopher Andrew,
author of The Defence of the Realm: The Authorized History of MI5 'An invaluable guide to
avoiding self-deception and fake news' Melanie Phillips, The Times From the former director
of GCHQ, Professor Sir David Omand, learn the methodology used by British intelligence
agencies to reach judgements, establish the right level of confidence and act decisively. Full of
revealing examples from a storied career, including key briefings with Prime Ministers and
strategies used in conflicts from the Cold War to the present, in How Spies Think Professor
Omand arms us with the tools to sort fact from fiction, and shows us how to use real
intelligence every day.
Crimine a Vienna. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 27
The Treasure of the Bermuda Triangle
And Then There Were None
Words on Cassette
How Spies Think
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Audacity Jones and her best friend, Bimmy, are setting off from
Miss Maisie's School for Wayward Girls on an extraordinary
adventure! In the glittering city of New York, the girls meet
Harry Houdini, the world's most famous magician, as he
prepares a
The #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller is now
available at an incredible low price for a limited time only!
Discover the “compulsively readable” (Booklist) first book in
the Infernal Devices trilogy, prequel to the internationally
bestselling Mortal Instruments series! Clockwork Angel is a
Shadowhunters novel. When Tessa Gray crosses the ocean to
find her brother, her destination is England, the time is the
reign of Queen Victoria, and something terrifying is waiting for
her in London’s Downworld, where vampires, warlocks, and
other supernatural folk stalk the gaslit streets. Only the
Shadowhunters, warriors dedicated to ridding the world of
demons, keep order amidst the chaos. Kidnapped by a secret
organization called The Pandemonium Club, Tessa learns that
she herself is a Downworlder with a rare ability: the power to
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transform into another person. What’s more, the Magister, the
shadowy figure who runs the Club, will stop at nothing to claim
Tessa’s power for his own. Friendless and hunted, Tessa takes
refuge with the Shadowhunters of the London Institute, who
swear to find her brother if she will use her power to help them.
She soon finds herself fascinated by—and torn between—two
best friends: James, whose fragile beauty hides a deadly secret,
and Will, whose caustic wit and volatile moods keep everyone in
his life at arm’s length…everyone, that is, but Tessa. As their
search draws them deep into the heart of an arcane plot that
threatens to destroy the Shadowhunters, Tessa realizes that she
may need to choose between saving her brother and helping
her new friends save the world…and that love may be the most
dangerous magic of all.
“Red Rose.” Those were the final words of a Russian diplomat
murdered at the Eiffel Tower. With only those two words,
Agatha and Dash set off to track down a killer hiding
somewhere in the busy streets of Paris.
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
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Great American Read Six days ago, astronaut Mark Watney
became one of the first people to walk on Mars. Now, he's sure
he'll be the first person to die there. After a dust storm nearly
kills him and forces his crew to evacuate while thinking him
dead, Mark finds himself stranded and completely alone with
no way to even signal Earth that he’s alive—and even if he could
get word out, his supplies would be gone long before a rescue
could arrive. Chances are, though, he won't have time to starve
to death. The damaged machinery, unforgiving environment, or
plain-old "human error" are much more likely to kill him first.
But Mark isn't ready to give up yet. Drawing on his ingenuity,
his engineering skills—and a relentless, dogged refusal to
quit—he steadfastly confronts one seemingly insurmountable
obstacle after the next. Will his resourcefulness be enough to
overcome the impossible odds against him?
Il ritratto senza nome. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 11
Videohound's Golden Movie Retriever, 1995
Bowker's Complete Video Directory
Il tesoro delle Bermuda. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 6
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Dead Dinosaurs
Roma: dall'Archivio Segreto della Biblioteca Vaticana è stato rubato il testamento del
celebre pittore Raffaello. I cugini Agatha e Larry Mistery partono per l'Italia e, con
l'aiuto di uno zio capace di decifrare anche gli scritti più ingarbugliati, si mettono
sulle tracce del ladro, facendo una scoperta sensazionale...
When her friend and fellow murder mystery book group member Carlene drops dead
after drinking cyanide-spiked tea, Hazel Rose investigates Carlene's past, which she
took great pains to hide, in search of a motive for murder.
Someone resorts to murder and mayhem in the first mystery in the New York Times
bestselling Book Retreat series... Tucked away in the rolling hills of rural western
Virginia is the storybook resort of Storyton Hall, catering to book lovers who want to
get away from it all. To increase her number of bookings, resort manager Jane
Steward has decided to host a Murder and Mayhem week so that fans of the mystery
genre can gather together for some role-playing and fantasy crime solving. But when
the winner of the scavenger hunt, Felix Hampden, is found dead in the Mystery Suite,
and the valuable book he won as his prize is missing, Jane realizes one of her guests
is an actual murderer. Amid a resort full of fake detectives, Jane is bound and
determined to find a real-life killer. There’s no room for error as Jane tries to unlock
this mystery before another vacancy opens up…
When ten people arrive on private Indian Island off England's southwest coast, lured
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to a mansion by invitations from a mysterious host, terror mounts as one guest after
another is murdered, in a classic whodunit that is an elaboration of the famous
children's rhyme "Ten Little Indians." Reader's Guide included. Reprint. 100,000 first
printing.
Murder in the Mystery Suite
Love Is an Ex-Country
Magic and Loss
Murder in the Cookbook Nook
The Martian
Would life be better without alcohol? It’s the nagging question more and more of us are
finding harder to ignore, whether we have a “problem” with alcohol or not. After all, we
yoga. We green juice. We meditate. We self-care. And yet, come the end of a long work
day, the start of a weekend, an awkward social situation, we drink. One glass of wine
turns into two turns into a bottle. In the face of how we care for ourselves otherwise, it’s
hard to avoid how alcohol really makes us feel… terrible. How different would our lives
be if we stopped drinking on autopilot? If we stopped drinking altogether? Really
different, it turns out. Really better. Frank, funny, and always judgment free, Sober
Curious is a bold guide to choosing to live hangover-free, from Ruby Warrington, one of
the leading voices of the new sobriety movement. Drawing on research, expert
interviews, and personal narrative, Sober Curious is a radical take down of the myths
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that keep so many of us drinking. Inspiring, timely, and blame free, Sober Curious is
both conversation starter and handbook—essential reading that empowers readers to
transform their relationship with alcohol, so we can lead our most fulfilling lives.
Queer. Muslim. Arab American. A proudly Fat femme. Randa Jarrar is all of these
things. In this "exuberant, defiant and introspective" memoir of a cross-country road trip,
she explores how to claim joy in an unraveling and hostile America (The New York
Times Book Review). Randa Jarrar is a fearless voice of dissent who has been called
"politically incorrect" (Michelle Goldberg, The New York Times). As an American raised
for a time in Egypt, and finding herself captivated by the story of a celebrated Egyptian
belly dancer's journey across the United States in the 1940s, she sets off from her
home in California to her parents' in Connecticut. Coloring this road trip are journeys
abroad and recollections of a life lived with daring. Reclaiming her autonomy after a life
of survival--domestic assault as a child, and later, as a wife; threats and doxxing after
her viral tweet about Barbara Bush--Jarrar offers a bold look at domestic violence,
single motherhood, and sexuality through the lens of the punished-yet-triumphant body.
On the way, she schools a rest-stop racist, destroys Confederate flags in the desert,
and visits the Chicago neighborhood where her immigrant parents first lived. Hailed as
"one of the finest writers of her generation" (Laila Lalami), Jarrar delivers a euphoric
and critical, funny and profound memoir that will speak to anyone who has felt erased,
asserting: I am here. I am joyful.
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Describes and rates more than twenty thousand videos, and provides indexes by
theme, awards, actors, actresses, and directors
Irene Adler, Sherlock Holmes, and Arsène Lupin planned to reunite in London, but
Lupin doesn't show up...his father, Théophraste, has been arrested for murder!
Paperbound Books in Print
The Man in the Microwave Oven
A Mystery
The Blissful Sleep, Greater Focus, Limitless Presence, and Deep Connection Awaiting
Us All on the Other Side of Alcohol
Operazione giungla. Agatha Mistery. Vol. 17
Nel mezzo dei preparativi per il Gran Ballo di Vienna, al conte
de Reginard arriva un messaggio anonimo: qualcuno tenterà di
rubare la preziosa “Lacrima di Birmania”, la collana che porterà
sua figlia. Solo Larry e Agatha, inviati nella capitale
austriaca per sorvegliare la contessina, riusciranno a
smascherare il misterioso ladro... e la verità che nasconde!
Presents critical studies of more than 290 authors of detective
and mystery fiction from around the world dating from the mideighteenth century to the present day.
Agatha and her cousin Dash travel to the Bermuda Triangle to
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help stop an unscrupulous treasure hunter from plundering the
wreck of a Spanish galleon carrying a priceless Mayan calendar
made of solid gold.
Agatha e Larry Mistery sono sulle tracce dell'antica corona
d'oro, indossata dai Dogi quando Venezia era al massimo del suo
splendore. Qualcuno l'ha rubata durante i festeggiamenti del
famoso Carnevale. Tra maschere, nobili decaduti e inseguimenti,
i Mistery usciranno vittoriosi anche dalla loro prima trasferta
italiana...
Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands
The Guide Post
Shadows Over Baker Street
The Eiffel Tower Incident #5
The Internet as Art
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